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A Message from Andrea

The Changing Landscape of Math Education Part 4:  
Productive Struggle by Mona Teitelbaum

"Great works are performed not by strength, but perseverance." -
Samuel Johnson

None of us would dispute that learning music, sports, reading, or
writing requires perseverance. What
happens when a child learns to ride a
bicycle without training wheels for the
first time? She may fall; she needs
assistance, but she keeps trying and
trying, refining her technique and
within an hour, a day, or more, she
flies. 

Math education research shows that
this same stick-to-itiveness, or
perseverance, is essential if students
are to learn mathematics.
Researchers call this 'productive struggle.'  "Educators agree that
students' productive struggle in the classroom is a necessary
component for learning" (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, NCTM). For students this means "struggling at
times with mathematics but knowing that breakthroughs often
emerge from confusion and struggle." They know they will fly, so
they keep trying.     
Research studies suggest that in order for students to learn
deeply and with understanding, they must struggle with
challenging problems.  One type of challenge in mathematics is
when a student sees a problem presented in a way he or she has
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Condolences to...

Ira Potashner and
Eva Urtasun Sotil

and their children, 
Schechter student
Amaia (Rimonim)

and Eliana, 
on the loss of their

beloved sister,
sister-in-law, and

aunt,
   

   Sylvie Potashner    
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never seen before. The student perceives it to be completely new
and doesn't know how to start. 
Mathematicians say that if you know
how to start on a question it's
practice. When you don't know how
to start it's a problem and you may
have to work hard to solve it. 

Of course, teachers are there
to support the student
through the struggle so that a
breakthrough does occur-- so that the struggle is constructive. The
teacher might ask questions so the student is able to make
connections between what he or she has learned and how that
might apply to the new problem. The teacher might instead
encourage the student to recall other strategies they have used in
the past such as drawing a picture or making a list. 

Teachers, students, and parents play a role in productive struggle.
"In the recent NCTM publication Principles to Actions: Ensuring
Mathematical Success for All (2014), the writing team identified
the support of productive struggle in learning mathematics as one
of the eight important teaching practices." As teachers and
parents, we can explicitly remind students that struggling to make
sense of mathematics is an important and natural part of learning.
Rather than avoiding this phenomenon, we can integrate struggle
as part of doing mathematics by acknowledging students'
consternation" and helping them to see it as part of a process.
(H.K Warshauer, 2015)  

We tell the new bicycle rider that it might be challenging, but
gradually and with perseverance, she will learn to balance; it's part
of learning to ride. We can show her, but she has to be able to do it
herself. Over time and with support, students learn that they
"...need to view the struggle that may inevitably be a part of
problem solving as an opportunity to learn...and to see that
confronting and working through struggle can ultimately be
helpful" (Star, 2015).

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0015bwDclXuWpscLnlJHmLZdmwHjg3GZCWF4DOtJbXcN9-3PH0uXiq7xUa6XQWqHiJXoLskwXoBLYErYHuOaxP_zl1eg3Y9GyoJNNFM22yihA2G4zdTaCWh2viHe08EAAPnYC5fhkLj81pofbPtbio1RylsY_Sf0YNTf3IkDCZW79evniLHaGeovA==&c=&ch=


Join Our List

Would you like a
grandparent, relative, or
friend to receive the
Schechter newsletter?
Email ASobel@ssds-
hartford.org and include
the name, email
address, and
relationship to
Schechter and we will
add them to our list!

Inside the
Classroom

With Rimonim!
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Students engage in productive
struggle and come to learn that
their perseverance will lead not
only to success but to a higher
level of accomplishment.
(Warshauer, 2015)  The word
"struggle" has a negative
connotation to most of us. In
mathematics, as in many other

activities, that struggle encounters perseverance and develops
into something positive. When the bicycle rider learns to ride
unaided, she  feels joy because she can now do something she
couldn't before.  That joy is even greater because she persevered
and met the challenge head on.
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Tu B'Shevat Celebrations with Rimonim and Gesher

Rimonim and Gesher celebrated the holiday of Tu B'Shevat
together. Students from
both groups enjoyed
singing authentic Israeli
songs for Tu B'Shevat,
discussing the costumes
and mitzvah of the holiday
and listening to an Israeli
story, Six in One Bag by
Levine Kipnis. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 According

to the story, the students prepared a Tu B'Shvet bag to take home
to their families that included dried fruits for the holiday such as:
dates, figs, raisins and apricots. In addition, the students created
colorful greeting cards for the holiday.

mailto:llakenbach@ssds-hartford.org
http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/email.jsp?m=1100358239716


 
As Rimonim and Gesher students celebrated together, their many
happy smiles marked the beginning of new friendships.  
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6th Grade creates and performs in their original play, 
"Josie and the Fish".... Articles from TWO perspectives!

The following piece is by Talia Leshem:
 
A couple months ago, the sixth graders studied the Book of Jonah
in Judaic Studies class. They had recently come back from TEVA,
where they had written and performed their own play for Rabbi
Chatinover and Ms. Bobbi Woodbury, the chaperones on the trip.
They found the story of Jonah so interesting that Cooper G-R and
Talia L. adapted it into a script, with their own modern twist on the
story. Once finished, they got the rest of the class interested in
performing it.

 
The sixth grade's
adapted version is titled
"Josie and the Fish" and
includes the four
chapters in the Book of
Jonah and the missing
chapter, which is their
alternate ending to the
story. 

Also included is a
gymnastics halftime

show choreographed by the girls. Some new elements of the play
include Siri (an intelligent personal assistant on apple devices), the
Hanukkah snakes (fictional characters that give gifts to children on
Hanukkah), fish slapping, and Sheldon (Halayah S.'s dog).
 



Miriam N. says, "It
was really cool to be
able to make a story
from the Tanakh into
a fun modern day
skit."  Ari S-P agrees,
"It's an interesting
way to portray the
story of Jonah. I like
that it shows a
different ending."

They performed their original play on Tuesday, February 6th for
Rabbi Chatinover, Ms. Bobbi Woodbury and Mrs. Rosen. The sixth
grade hopes to write and perform more original plays like this one.
    
 
The following is Written by Rabbi Chatinover:
 
How do you measure how the study of Bible/Humash affects
 students?  How do you know that
they are excited by the learning
process?  The 6th Grade provided
a wonderful example of
enthusiasm and creativity on
Tuesday morning during their
Judaic Studies class. The
members of the Class of 2020 put
on a stellar performance of "Josie
and the Fish," an original play
which they wrote on the heels of
their study of the Book of Jonah.  
 

 
 
 
 
Nancy Rosen, Bobbi Woodbury and
Rabbi Chatinover were treated to a
creative, humor-filled update of this
important biblical narrative (including
an acrobatic 'half-time show'
featuring two human pyramids!).  
 
The students did this on their own
initiative, giving evidence of not only
their special brand of biting,

absurdist humor (Jonah journeying in Nineveh by Uber; God
threatening Nineveh with loss of cell service), but at the same time
demonstrating that they fully understood and appreciated the
story of Jonah and the timeless themes it contains (e.g., God



criticizing Jonah for caring about the plant more than the
inhabitants of
Nineveh).  Kudos to
the Class of 2020 for
teaching us that real
learning takes place
when students take
what they have
learned and make it
their own.
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EC gets a visit from veterinarian, Dr. Leshem

When veterinarian and Schechter parent Dr. Steven Leshem
visited the Early Childhood 3 and 4 classes last Friday, he was
greeted with enthusiasm... and a lot of questions!  
 
He spoke to the students about
his fun job as a veterinarian and
the ways in which he takes care
of animals when they are sick. Dr.
Leshem asked the children
about the pets they have in their
homes and what they do to take
care of them. Every child had
brought a favorite stuffed animal
from home that needed
bandaging; each student held
his/her animal still while Dr.
Leshem and his interns, Morah Robin and Morah Bonnie,



bandaged them up! 
A wide variety of animals
needed medical care,
including bears, camels,
cats, dogs, and even a
giraffe. 
 
Albert said, "I liked the
bandages. Mine was
black!" Stella added,
"Mine was the one with

bones on it!"  
Students also examined some x-rays of animals and had to guess
which animals they were pictures of. Our students did very well
with this; perhaps we have some future veterinarians in our midst!
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EC 2 and 3 Celebrate the Birthday of the Trees !

In honor of Tu B'Shevat, the EC 2 and 3 classes got together to



celebrate the birthday of
the trees. 
 
They sang happy birthday
to the trees and then they
had a special snack.  They
enjoyed different fruits that
grow on trees.  "It's a fruit
feast!" one excited three
year old exclaimed.

   
 After the feast, Morah Yeshiva
read The Giving Tree by Shel
Silverstein, which led to a
discussion about why the tree
loved the boy and the boy loved
the tree.  Their answers were
about how the boy and the tree
made each other happy. 
Students then had the
opportunity to do a little
planting.  

One eager two year old watched
intently to see if the seeds would grow the moment they were
planted.  "Opportunities to celebrate together helps the children
to realize they are part of the bigger community, which is an
underlying theme in our school," said teacher Yeshiva Cohen. 
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Schechter Welcomes our new EC Families!



A BIG Welcome to Ayelet, Lennox, and Valentina!
As well as the whole Glantz, Fishbein, and Mendolia 

Families!

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
So excited to have you in

our Schechter Family!
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Follow Schechter on Twitter & Facebook!!!
 To keep up with all the happenings at SSDS, 

Follow us on Twitter HERE and on Facebook HERE
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Come out and Volunteer with Us!

Are you busy on
February 25th?

We need YOU to help pack Purim baskets!!!

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0015bwDclXuWpscLnlJHmLZdmwHjg3GZCWF4DOtJbXcN9-3PH0uXiq7xewDIjQxCUdm8dGM9ApAJB15v00g8yKELawj6e-uXQ8H3e-7NLW7dNW-_rDGHxRG9mXVBpA-Ei73Cj1ZbeYec7jSYZTKUwW2-cbuelMWLNjMBn22wGrNmG4UFSUd_0uyH6lB4X52hdBf2JhzPFmVbF8=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0015bwDclXuWpscLnlJHmLZdmwHjg3GZCWF4DOtJbXcN9-3PH0uXiq7xSRmL08h1rPeZzQyitOA2eg_NcyJaMQV_y5u1V4yS_dXgITqnTGrKU3zijiZgWTZaXIyqwi22sdpMEJeygFmYu6ZdS9YKgP9wSDqEK_SKBEFJ_f4QgYwMlqxdbcJVCf05Czp5y2xkT8w3kyWBga1GmibTBrKXkxjgb0rsZsdpbG_J-hRU5d7Pp58iH0t8JAPL64C3TTbz-o_GS9Mupvau38=&c=&ch=


This is a one time commitment starting at 9 AM
 

 in the Schechter auditorium. 

Please contact Leah Berson at 
kitchen@ssds-hartford.org  if you can help out. 

  

We are also are in need of parents to help serve lunch
once or twice a month from 12 to 1:15. 

If you can help, send an email and schedule your days!
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Mark your calendars!
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SAVE THE DATE!
 

Parents Night Out @ Muse Paintbar,
 Monday March 19 

Bar opens at 6:30 - Painting Starts at 7:00 PM  Cost is
$40/pp

Come out and paint with other Schechter parents.  
We have the backroom reserved for us, but seating is

limited to the first 22 people.  
So please register as soon as possible. 

Use the following private link to register HERE
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0015bwDclXuWpscLnlJHmLZdmwHjg3GZCWF4DOtJbXcN9-3PH0uXiq7xbLng9Lrq3xhzwgJIhYz08_PI-Ge9bEF60hmIQDctnT67asowdRS4D_waj7OvAyk8cKieFc4n829iPsj2bVelJxEghjht00AU81_nI6swf6KWnivSfL4nZE6fMBqwNhZQkMSjuncAvT-rL2tfk4eiHs=&c=&ch=


Donate to the Makerspace!!
 Do you have unused items around your house, basement, etc? The

LowTech Makerspace would LOVE your 
old newspapers, used paint, tools, wood, or anything you can

repurpose! 

Please contact Ms.Van at rvanbindsbergen@ssds-hartford.org
with any questions or to schedule a pick up!
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Save the Date for Ner Tamid!

   

Save the Date for Ner Tamid!
 

Evening of Sunday, April 29, 2018
at Beth El Temple

 
This year's honorees are Eric and Jessica Zachs and

their children,  
Ben and Paige, Jacob, and Zoë.  

The Zachs family exemplifies Schechter's core values of
Chochma (Wisdom), Klal Yisrael (Community) and
Lev Tov (Good Heart). We hope you will join us to

celebrate Schechter and our honorees. 
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Have you shopped at the Crown Lately?



Stop By the Crown Market TODAY!
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Speak Up Storytelling WorkshopGrowing up in the 1970s &
1980sSunday, March 4, 2018, 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

Sponsored by and held at the Jewish Historical Society, 333
Bloomfield Avenue, West Hartford

 
 

Speak Up co-founder and four time GrandSLAM champion
Matthew Dicks will teach a day-long workshop on the art of

storytelling. This workshop is designed for people with little or no
previous storytelling experience. Improve communication skills,
meet new people, and try something new! Learn methods for

generating story ideas, structuring an effective story,
performance techniques, and important rules of storytelling.

 
Interested workshop participants can share their stories at our

public Storytelling Showcase on April 26, 2018.
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Audrey So bel and Rhianno n Van Bindsbergen, Co -Edito rs
So lo mo n Schechter Day Scho o l o f Greater Hartfo rd


